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Introduction

In this section, we list coupling-strength and mass limits for

light neutral scalar or pseudoscalar bosons that couple weakly

to normal matter and radiation. Such bosons may arise from

a global spontaneously broken U(1) symmetry, resulting in

a massless Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson. If there is a small

explicit symmetry breaking, either already in the Lagrangian or

due to quantum effects such as anomalies, the boson acquires

a mass and is called a pseudo-NG boson. Typical examples are

axions (A0) [1,2], familons [3] and Majorons [4], associated,

respectively, with a spontaneously broken Peccei-Quinn, family

and lepton-number symmetry.

A common characteristic among these light bosons φ is that

their coupling to Standard-Model particles is suppressed by the

energy scale that characterizes the symmetry breaking, i.e., the

decay constant f . The interaction Lagrangian is

L = f−1Jμ∂μ φ , (1)

where Jμ is the Noether current of the spontaneously broken

global symmetry. If f is very large, these new particles interact

very weakly. Detecting them would provide a window to physics

far beyond what can be probed at accelerators.

Axions remain of particular interest because the Peccei-

Quinn (PQ) mechanism remains perhaps the most credible

scheme to preserve CP in QCD. Moreover, the cold dark matter

of the universe may well consist of axions and they are searched

for in dedicated experiments with a realistic chance of discovery.

Originally it was assumed that the PQ scale fA was re-

lated to the electroweak symmetry-breaking scale vweak =

(
√

2GF)−1/2 = 247 GeV. However, the associated “standard”

and “variant” axions were quickly excluded—we refer to the

Listings for detailed limits. Here we focus on “invisible axions”

with fA � vweak as the main possibility.
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Axions have a characteristic two-photon vertex, inherited

from their mixing with π0 and η. It allows for the main search

strategy based on axion-photon conversion in external magnetic

fields [5], an effect that also can be of astrophysical interest.

While for axions the product “Aγγ interaction strength × mass”

is essentially fixed by the corresponding π0 properties, one may

consider more general axion-like particles (ALPs) where the two

parameters are independent. Several experiments have recently

explored this more general parameter space.

I. THEORY

I.1 Peccei-Quinn mechanism and axions

The QCD Lagrangian includes a CP-violating term LΘ =

Θ̄ (αs/8π) GμνaG̃a
μν , where −π ≤ Θ̄ ≤ +π is the effective Θ

parameter after diagonalizing quark masses, G is the color field

strength tensor, and G̃ its dual. Limits on the neutron electric

dipole moment [6] imply |Θ̄| <∼ 10−10 even though Θ̄ = O(1)

is otherwise completely satisfactory. The spontaneously broken

global Peccei-Quinn symmetry U(1)PQ was introduced to solve

this “strong CP problem” [1], an axion being the pseudo-NG

boson of U(1)PQ [2]. This symmetry is broken due to the

axion’s anomalous triangle coupling to gluons,

L =

(
Θ̄ − φA

fA

)
αs

8π
GμνaG̃a

μν , (2)

where φA is the axion field and fA the axion decay constant.

Color anomaly factors have been absorbed in the normalization

of fA which is defined by this Lagrangian. Thus normalized, fA

is the quantity that enters all low-energy phenomena [7]. Non-

perturbative effects induce a potential for φA whose minimum

is at φA = Θ̄ fA, thereby canceling the Θ̄ term in the QCD

Lagrangian and thus restoring CP symmetry.

The resulting axion mass is given by mAfA ≈ mπfπ where

mπ = 135 MeV and fπ ≈ 92 MeV. In more detail one finds

mA =
z1/2

1 + z

fπmπ

fA
=

0.60 meV

fA/1010 GeV
, (3)

where z = mu/md. We have used the canonical value z =

0.56 [8], although the range z = 0.35–0.60 is plausible [9].
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Originally one assumed fA ∼ vweak [1,2]. Tree-level flavor

conservation fixes the axion properties in terms of a single

parameter tanβ, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values

of two Higgs fields that appear as a minimal ingredient. This

“standard axion” is excluded after extensive searches [10].

A narrow peak structure observed in positron spectra from

heavy ion collisions [11] suggested an axion-like particle of mass

1.8 MeV that decays into e+e−, but extensive follow-up searches

were negative. “Variant axion models” were proposed which

keep fA ∼ vweak while dropping the constraint of tree-level flavor

conservation [12], but these models are also excluded [13].

Axions with fA � vweak evade all current experimental

limits. One generic class of models invokes “hadronic axions”

where new heavy quarks carry U(1)PQ charges, leaving ordinary

quarks and leptons without tree-level axion couplings. The

prototype is the KSVZ model [14], where in addition the heavy

quarks are electrically neutral. Another generic class requires at

least two Higgs doublets and ordinary quarks and leptons carry

PQ charges, the prototype being the DFSZ model [15]. All

of these models contain at least one electroweak singlet scalar

that acquires a vacuum expectation value and thereby breaks

the PQ symmetry. The KSVZ and DFSZ models are frequently

used as generic examples, but other models exist where both

heavy quarks and Higgs doublets carry PQ charges.

I.2 Model-dependent axion couplings

Although the generic axion interactions scale approximately

with fπ/fA from the corresponding π0 couplings, there are non-

negligible model-dependent factors and uncertainties. The ax-

ion’s two-photon interaction plays a key role for many searches,

LAγγ =
GAγγ

4
Fμν F̃ μνφA = −GAγγE · BφA , (4)

where F is the electromagnetic field-strength tensor and F̃ its

dual. The coupling constant is

GAγγ =
α

2πfA

(
E

N
− 2

3

4 + z

1 + z

)

=
α

2π

(
E

N
− 2

3

4 + z

1 + z

)
1 + z

z1/2

mA

mπfπ
,

(5)
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where E and N are the electromagnetic and color anomalies

of the axial current associated with the axion. In grand unified

models, and notably for DFSZ [15], E/N = 8/3, whereas for

KSVZ [14] E/N = 0 if the electric charge of the new heavy

quark is taken to vanish. In general, a broad range of E/N

values is possible [16]. The two-photon decay width is

ΓA→γγ =
G2

Aγγm3
A

64 π
= 1.1 × 10−24 s−1

(mA

eV

)5
. (6)

The second expression uses Eq. (5) with z = 0.56 and E/N = 0.

Axions decay faster than the age of the universe if mA
>∼ 20 eV.

The interaction with fermions f has derivative form and is

invariant under a shift φA → φA + φ0 as behooves a NG boson,

LAff =
Cf

2fA
Ψ̄fγμγ5Ψf∂μφA . (7)

Here, Ψf is the fermion field, mf its mass, and Cf a

model-dependent coefficient. The dimensionless combination

gAff ≡ Cfmf/fA plays the role of a Yukawa coupling and

αAff ≡ g2
Aff/4π of a “fine-structure constant.” The often-used

pseudoscalar form LAff = −i (Cfmf/fA) Ψ̄fγ5ΨfφA need not

be equivalent to the appropriate derivative structure, for exam-

ple when two NG bosons are attached to one fermion line as in

axion emission by nucleon bremsstrahlung [17].

In the DFSZ model [15], the tree-level coupling coefficient

to electrons is

Ce =
cos2 β

3
, (8)

where tanβ is the ratio of two Higgs vacuum expectation values

that are generic to this and similar models.

For nucleons, Cn,p are related to axial-vector current matrix

elements by generalized Goldberger-Treiman relations,

Cp = (Cu − η)Δu + (Cd − ηz)Δd + (Cs − ηw)Δs ,

Cn = (Cu − η)Δd + (Cd − ηz)Δu + (Cs − ηw)Δs .
(9)

Here, η = (1 + z + w)−1 with z = mu/md and w = mu/ms 	 z

and the Δq are given by the axial vector current matrix element

Δq Sμ = 〈p|q̄γμγ5q|p〉 with Sμ the proton spin.

Neutron beta decay and strong isospin symmetry considera-

tions imply Δu−Δd = F +D = 1.269±0.003, whereas hyperon
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decays and flavor SU(3) symmetry imply Δu + Δd − 2Δs =

3F − D = 0.586 ± 0.031 [19]. The strange-quark contribution

is Δs = −0.08 ± 0.01stat ± 0.05syst from the COMPASS experi-

ment [18], and Δs = −0.085± 0.008exp ± 0.013theor ± 0.009evol

from HERMES [19], in agreement with each other and with

an early estimate of Δs = −0.11 ± 0.03 [20]. We thus adopt

Δu = 0.84 ± 0.02, Δd = −0.43 ± 0.02 and Δs = −0.09 ± 0.02,

very similar to what was used in the axion literature.

The uncertainty of the axion-nucleon couplings is dominated

by the uncertainty z = mu/md = 0.35–0.60 that we mentioned

earlier. For hadronic axions Cu,d,s = 0 so that −0.51 < Cp <

−0.36 and 0.10 > Cn > −0.05. Therefore it is well possible that

Cn = 0 whereas Cp does not vanish within the plausible z range.

In the DFSZ model, Cu = 1
3 sin2 β and Cd = 1

3 cos2 β and Cn

and Cp as functions of β and z do not vanish simultaneously.

The axion-pion interaction is given by the Lagrangian [21]

LAπ =
CAπ

fπfA

(
π0π+∂μπ− + π0π−∂μπ+ − 2π+π−∂μπ0

)
∂μφA ,

(10)

where CAπ = (1 − z)/[3(1 + z)] in hadronic models. The chiral

symmetry-breaking Lagrangian provides an additional term

L′
Aπ ∝ (m2

π/fπfA) (π0π0 + 2π−π+) π0φA. For hadronic axions

it vanishes identically, in contrast to the DFSZ model (Roberto

Peccei, private communication).

II. LABORATORY SEARCHES

II.1 Photon regeneration

Searching for “invisible axions” is extremely challenging.

The most promising approaches rely on the axion-two-photon

vertex, allowing for axion-photon conversion in external electric

or magnetic fields [5]. For the Coulomb field of a charged

particle, the conversion is best viewed as a scattering process,

γ + Ze ↔ Ze + A, called Primakoff effect [22]. In the other

extreme of a macroscopic field, usually a large-scale B-field, the

momentum transfer is small, the interaction coherent over a

large distance, and the conversion is best viewed as an axion-

photon oscillation phenomenon in analogy to neutrino flavor

oscillations [23].
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Photons propagating through a transverse magnetic field,

with incident Eγ and magnet B parallel, may convert into

axions. For m2
AL/2ω 	 2π, where L is the length of the

B field region and ω the photon energy, the resultant axion

beam is coherent with the incident photon beam and the

conversion probability is Π ∼ (1/4)(GAγγBL)2. A practical

realization uses a laser beam propagating down the bore of a

superconducting dipole magnet (like the bending magnets in

high-energy accelerators). If another magnet is in line with the

first, but shielded by an optical barrier, then photons may

be regenerated from the pure axion beam [24]. The overall

probability P (γ → A → γ) = Π2.

The first such experiment utilized two magnets of length

L = 4.4 m and B = 3.7 T and found GAγγ < 6.7×10−7 GeV−1

at 95% CL for mA < 1 meV [25]. More recently, several such

experiments were performed (see Listings), improving the limit

to GAγγ < 3.5 × 10−7 GeV−1 at 3σ in the massless limit [26].

Some of these experiments have also reported limits for scalar

bosons where the photon Eγ must be chosen perpendicular to

the magnet B.

A new concept, resonantly-enhanced photon regeneration,

may open unexplored regions of coupling strength [27]. In this

scheme, both the production and detection magnets are within

Fabry-Perot optical cavities and actively locked in frequency.

The γ → A → γ rate is enhanced by a factor 2FF ′/π2 relative

to a single-pass experiment, where F and F ′ are the finesses of

the two cavities. The resonant enhancement could be of order

10(10−12), improving the GAγγ sensitivity by 10(2.5−3). Another

new concept involves axion absorption and emission between

electromagnetic fields within a high finesse optical cavity [28].

A signal appears as resonant sidebands on the carrier. This

technique could be sensitive in the mass range 10−6–10−4 eV

and reach the KSVZ line after one year of operation.

II.2 Photon polarization

An alternative to regenerating the lost photons is to use

the beam itself to detect conversion: the polarization of light

propagating through a transverse B field suffers dichroism and

birefrigence [29]. Dichroism: The E‖ component, but not E⊥,
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is depleted by axion production, causing a small rotation of

linearly polarized light. For m2
AL/2ω 	 2π the effect is inde-

pendent of mA, for heavier axions it oscillates and diminishes

as mA increases, and it vanishes for mA > ω. Birefringence:

This rotation occurs because there is mixing of virtual axions

in the E‖ state, but not for E⊥. Hence, linearly polarized

light will develop elliptical polarization. Higher-order QED also

induces vacuum birefringence. A search for these effects was

performed on the same dipole magnets in the early experiment

above [30]. The dichroic rotation gave a stronger limit than

the ellipticity rotation: GAγγ < 3.6 × 10−7 GeV−1 at 95% CL

for mA < 5×10−4 eV. The ellipticity limits are better at higher

masses, as they fall off smoothly and do not terminate at mA.

In 2006 the PVLAS collaboration reported a signature

of magnetically induced vacuum dichroism that could be inter-

preted as the effect of a pseudoscalar with mA = 1–1.5 meV and

GAγγ = (1.6–5)×10−6 GeV−1 [31]. Since then, these findings

are attributed to instrumental artifacts [32]. This particle in-

terpretation is also excluded by the above photon regeneration

searches that were triggered by the original PVLAS result.

II.3 Long-range forces

New bosons would mediate long-range forces, which are

severely constrained by “fifth force” experiments [33]. Those

looking for new mass-spin couplings provide significant con-

straints on pseudoscalar bosons [34]. However, they do not yet

cover realistic parameters for invisible axion models because

they are only sensitive for small mA. The corresponding cou-

pling strengths scale with f−1
A ≈ mA/mπfπ and are too small

to be detected. Still, these efforts provide constraints on more

general low-mass bosons.

III. AXIONS FROM ASTROPHYSICAL SOURCES

III.1 Stellar energy-loss limits:

Low-mass weakly-interacting particles (neutrinos, gravitons,

axions, baryonic or leptonic gauge bosons, etc.) are produced

in hot astrophysical plasmas, and can thus transport energy

out of stars. The coupling strength of these particles with

normal matter and radiation is bounded by the constraint
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that stellar lifetimes or energy-loss rates not conflict with

observation [35–37].

We begin this discussion with our Sun and concentrate

on hadronic axions. They are produced predominantly by the

Primakoff process γ+Ze → Ze+A. Integrating over a standard

solar model yields the axion luminosity [49]

LA = G2
10 1.85 × 10−3 L� , (11)

where G10 = GAγγ ×1010 GeV. The maximum of the spectrum

is at 3.0 keV, the average at 4.2 keV, and the number flux

at Earth is G2
10 3.75 × 1011 cm−2 s−1. The solar photon lumi-

nosity is fixed, so axion losses require enhanced nuclear energy

production and thus enhanced neutrino fluxes. The all-flavor

measurements by SNO together with a standard solar model

imply LA
<∼ 0.10 L�, corresponding to G10 <∼ 7 [38], mildly

superseding a similar limit from helioseismology [39].

A more restrictive limit derives from globular-cluster (GC)

stars that allow for detailed tests of stellar-evolution theory. The

stars on the horizontal branch (HB) in the color-magnitude dia-

gram have reached helium burning with a core-averaged energy

release of about 80 erg g−1 s−1, compared to Primakoff axion

losses of G2
10 30 erg g−1 s−1. The accelerated consumption of

helium reduces the HB lifetime by about 80/(80 + 30 G2
10).

Number counts of HB stars in 15 GCs compared with the

number of red giants (that are not much affected by Primakoff

losses) reveal agreement with expectations within 20–40% in

any one GC and overall on the 10% level [36]. Therefore, a

reasonably conservative limit is

GAγγ
<∼ 1 × 10−10 GeV−1 , (12)

although a detailed error budget is not available.

We translate this constraint on GAγγ to fA > 2.3×107 GeV

(mA < 0.3 eV), using z = 0.56 and E/N = 0 as in the KSVZ

model, and show the excluded range in Figure 1. For the DFSZ

model with E/N = 8/3, the corresponding limits are slightly

less restrictive, fA > 0.8× 107 GeV (mA < 0.7 eV). The exact

high-mass end of the exclusion range has not been determined.

The relevant temperature is around 10 keV and the average
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photon energy is therefore around 30 keV. The excluded mA

range thus certainly extends beyond the shown 100 keV.

If axions couple directly to electrons, the dominant emission

processes are γ + e− → e− + A and e− + Ze → Ze + e− + A.

Moreover, bremsstrahlung is efficient in white dwarfs (WDs),

where the Primakoff and Compton processes are suppressed

by the large plasma frequency. The enhanced energy losses

would delay helium ignition in GC stars, implying αAee
<∼

0.5 × 10−26 [40]. Enhanced WD cooling leads to a similar

limit from the WD luminosity function [41]. For pulsationally

unstable WDs (ZZ Ceti stars), the period decrease Ṗ /P is a

measure of the cooling speed. A well-studied case is the star

G117–B15A, where the measured Ṗ /P implies [42]

αAee < 1.3 × 10−27 (13)

at a statistical 95% CL. (We have corrected the published

limit for an apparent misprint.) This result is equivalent to

gAee < 1.3 × 10−13 or in the DFSZ model to fA > 1.3 ×
109 GeV cos2 β and mA < 4.5 meV/ cos2 β. We show these

constraints in Figure 1 for cos2 β = 1/2.

Similar constraints derive from the measured duration of

the neutrino signal of the supernova SN 1987A. Numerical simu-

lations for a variety of cases, including axions and Kaluza-Klein

gravitons, reveal that the energy-loss rate of a nuclear medium

at the density 3×1014 g cm−3 and temperature 30 MeV should

not exceed about 1 × 1019 erg g−1 s−1 [36]. The energy-loss

rate from nucleon bremsstrahlung, N + N → N + N + A, is

(CN/2fA)2(T 4/π2mN ) F . Here F is a numerical factor that

represents an integral over the dynamical spin-density structure

function because axions couple to the nucleon spin. For realistic

conditions, even after considerable effort, one is limited to a

heuristic estimate leading to F ≈ 1 [37].

The SN 1987A limits are of particular interest for hadronic

axions where the bounds on αAee are moot. Within uncertain-

ties of z = mu/md a reasonable choice for the coupling constants

is then Cp = −0.4 and Cn = 0. Using a proton fraction of 0.3,

F = 1, and T = 30 MeV one finds [37]

fA
>∼ 4 × 108 GeV and mA

<∼ 16 meV . (14)
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Figure 1: Exclusion ranges as described in the text.
The dark intervals are the approximate CAST and
ADMX search ranges. Limits on coupling strengths are
translated into limits on mA and fA using z = 0.56
and the KSVZ values for the coupling strengths. The
“Laboratory” bar is a rough representation of the ex-
clusion range for standard or variant axions. The “GC
stars and white-dwarf cooling” range uses the DFSZ
model with an axion-electron coupling corresponding to
cos2 β = 1/2. The Cold Dark Matter exclusion range
is particularly uncertain. We show the benchmark case
from the misalignment mechanism.
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If axions interact sufficiently strongly they are trapped. Only

about three orders of magnitude in gANN or mA are excluded,

a range shown somewhat schematically in Figure 1. For even

larger couplings, the axion flux would have been negligible,

yet it would have triggered additional events in the detectors,

excluding a further range [43]. A possible gap between these

two SN 1987A arguments was discussed as the “hadronic axion

window” under the assumption that GAγγ was anomalously

small [44]. This range is now excluded by hot dark matter

bounds (see below).

III.2 Searches for solar axions

Instead of using stellar energy losses to derive axion limits,

one can also search directly for these fluxes, notably from

the Sun. The main focus has been on axion-like particles with

a two-photon vertex. They are produced by the Primakoff

process with a flux given by Equation 11 and can be detected

at Earth with the reverse process in a macroscopic B-field

(“axion helioscope”) [5]. The average energy of solar axions of

4.2 keV implies a photon-axion oscillation length in vacuum of

2π (2ω/m2
A) ∼ O(1 mm), precluding the vacuum mixing from

achieving its theoretical maximum in any practical magnet.

However, one can endow the photon with an effective mass in a

gas, mγ = ωplas, thus matching the axion and photon dispersion

relations [45].

An early implementation of these ideas used a conventional

dipole magnet, with a conversion volume of variable-pressure gas

with a xenon proportional chamber as x-ray detector [46]. The

conversion magnet was fixed in orientation and collected data

for about 1000 s/day. Axions were excluded for GAγγ < 3.6 ×
10−9 GeV−1 for mA < 0.03 eV, and GAγγ < 7.7×10−9 GeV−1

for 0.03 < mA < 0.11 eV at 95% CL.

Later, the Tokyo axion helioscope used a superconducting

magnet on a tracking mount, viewing the Sun continuously.

They reported GAγγ < 6× 10−10 GeV−1 for mA < 0.3 eV [47].

Recently this experiment was recommissioned and a similar

limit for masses around 1 eV was reported [48]. These exclusion

ranges are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Solar exclusion plot for axion-like
particles [50]. The red dashed line is the sen-
sitivity of the ongoing 3He phase of CAST.
The vertical line (HDM) is the hot dark-matter
limit [59]. The yellow band represents models
with 0.07 < |E/N − 1.92| < 0.7, the green solid
line corresponds to KSVZ axions.

The most recent helioscope CAST (CERN Axion Solar

Telescope) uses a decommissioned LHC dipole magnet on a

tracking mount. The hardware includes grazing-incidence x-ray

optics with solid-state x-ray detectors, as well as a novel x-

ray Micromegas position-sensitive gaseous detector. CAST has

established a 95% CL limit GAγγ < 8.8 × 10−11 GeV−1 for

mA < 0.02 eV [49]. To cover larger masses and to “cross

the axion line,” the magnet bores are filled with a gas at

varying pressure. The runs with 4He cover masses up to about

0.4 eV [50], providing the limits shown in Figure 2. Ongoing

runs with 3He gas have explored masses up to 0.85 eV, aiming

to about 1.16 eV, but final results are not yet available.
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Other Primakoff searches for solar axions have been carried

out using crystal detectors, exploiting the coherent conversion of

axions into photons when the axion angle of incidence satisfies

a Bragg condition with a crystal plane [51]. However, none of

these limits is more restrictive than the one derived from solar

neutrinos that was discussed earlier.

Another idea is to look at the Sun with an x-ray satellite

when the Earth is in between. Solar axions would convert in the

Earth magnetic field on the far side and could be detected [52].

The sensitivity to GAγγ could be comparable to CAST, but

only for much smaller mA.

III.3 Conversion of astrophysical photon fluxes

Large-scale B fields exist in astrophysics that can induce

axion-photon oscillations. In practical cases, B is much smaller

than in the laboratory, whereas the conversion region L is much

larger. Therefore, while the product BL can be large, realistic

sensitivities are usually restricted to very low-mass particles,

far away from the “axion line” in a plot like Figure 2.

One example is SN 1987A, which would have emitted

a burst of axion-like particles due to the Primakoff produc-

tion in its core. They would have partially converted into

γ-rays in the galactic B-field. The absence of a γ-ray burst

in coincidence with SN 1987A neutrinos provides a limit

GAγγ
<∼ 1 × 10−11 GeV−1 for mA

<∼ 10−9 eV [53], the most

restrictive limit for very small mA. Axion-like particles from

other stars can be converted to photons, but no tangible new

limits or signatures seem to have appeared.

Conversely, photons from distant sources could transform

to axion-like particles, depleting the original flux. This mecha-

nism was proposed as an alternative to cosmic acceleration for

explaining the apparent dimming of distant SNe Ia [54]. How-

ever, this effect would apply to all distant sources, including

quasars and the cosmic microwave background and would de-

pend on energy. All things considered, this mechanism can only

play a subdominant role [55]. On the other hand, very recently

the observed scatter of x/γ-ray fluxes from active galactic nuclei

was interpreted in terms of very low-mass ALPs [56].
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High-energy γ-rays are typically produced in magnetized

environments where cosmic rays are accelerated. The conver-

sion into axion-like particles can then, in principle, imprint

observable features on the spectrum for a range of coupling

constants not excluded by other arguments [57].

IV. COSMIC AXIONS

IV.1 Cosmic axion populations

In the early universe, axions are produced by processes

involving quarks and gluons [58]. After color confinement, the

dominant thermalization process is π + π ↔ π + A [21]. The

resulting axion population would contribute a hot dark mat-

ter component in analogy to massive neutrinos. Cosmological

precision data provide restrictive constraints on a possible hot

dark-matter fraction that translate into mA < 0.4–1.0 eV at the

95% statistical CL [59]. The spread of published limits reflects

the use of different cosmological data sets.

For mA
>∼ 20 eV, axions decay fast on a cosmic time scale,

removing the axion population while injecting photons. This

excess radiation provides additional limits up to very large

axion masses [60]. An anomalously small GAγγ provides no

loophole because suppressing decays leads to thermal axions

overdominating the mass density of the universe.

The main cosmological interest in axions derives from their

possible role as cold dark matter (CDM). In addition to thermal

processes, axions are abundantly produced by the “misalign-

ment mechanism” [61]. After the breakdown of the PQ sym-

metry, the axion field relaxes somewhere in the “bottom of the

wine bottle” potential. Near the QCD epoch, instanton effects

explicitly break the PQ symmetry, the very effect that causes

dynamical PQ symmetry restoration. This “tilting of the wine

bottle” drives the axion field toward the CP-conserving mini-

mum, thereby exciting coherent oscillations of the axion field

that ultimately represent a condensate of CDM. The cosmic

mass density in this homogeneous field mode is [62]

ΩAh2 ≈ 0.7

(
fA

1012 GeV

)7/6 (
Θ̄i

π

)2

, (15)
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where h is the present-day Hubble expansion parameter in

units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1, and −π ≤ Θ̄i ≤ π is the initial

“misalignment angle” relative to the CP-conserving position. If

the PQ symmetry breakdown takes place after inflation, Θ̄i will

take on different values in different patches of the universe. The

average contribution is [62]

ΩAh2 ≈ 0.3

(
fA

1012 GeV

)7/6

. (16)

Comparing with the measured CDM density of ΩCDMh2 ≈ 0.13

implies that axions with mA ≈ 10 μeV provide the dark matter,

whereas smaller masses are excluded (Figure 1).

This density sets only a rough scale for the expected mA.

The mass of CDM axions could be significantly smaller or

larger than 10 μeV. Apart from the overall particle physics

uncertainties, the cosmological sequence of events is crucial.

Assuming axions make up CDM, much smaller masses are

possible if inflation took place after the PQ transition and the

initial value Θ̄i was small (“anthropic axion window” [63]).

Conversely, if the PQ transition took place after inflation, there

are additional sources for nonthermal axions, notably the decay

of cosmic strings and domain walls, although these populations

are comparable to the misalignment contribution [62].

If the reheat temperature after inflation is too small to

restore PQ symmetry, the axion field is present during inflation.

It is subject to quantum fluctuations, leading to isocurvature

fluctuations that are severely constrained [64].

In the opposite case without inflation after the PQ transi-

tion, the spatial axion density variations are large at the QCD

transition and they are not erased by free streaming. When

matter begins to dominate the universe, gravitationally bound

“axion mini clusters” form promptly [65]. A significant fraction

of CDM axions can reside in these bound objects.
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IV.2 Telescope searches

The two-photon decay is extremely slow for axions with

masses in the CDM regime, but could be detectable for eV

masses. The signature would be a quasi-monochromatic emis-

sion line from galaxies and galaxy clusters. The expected optical

line intensity for DFSZ axions is similar to the continuum night

emission. An early search in three rich Abell clusters [66], and

a recent search in two rich Abell clusters [67], exclude the

“Telescope” range in Figure 1 unless the axion-photon coupling

is strongly suppressed. Of course, axions in this mass range

would anyway provide an excessive hot DM contribution.

Very low-mass axions in halos produce a weak quasi-

monochromatic radio line. Virial velocities in undisrupted dwarf

galaxies are very low, and the axion decay line would therefore

be extremely narrow. A search with the Haystack radio tele-

scope on three nearby dwarf galaxies provided a limit GAγγ <

1.0 × 10−9 GeV−1 at 96% CL for 298 < mA < 363 μeV [68].

However, this combination of mA and GAγγ does not exclude

plausible axion models.

IV.3 Microwave cavity experiments

The limits of Figure 1 suggest that axions, if they exist,

provide a significant fraction or even perhaps all of the cos-

mic CDM. In a broad range of the plausible mA range for

CDM, galactic halo axions may be detected by their resonant

conversion into a quasi-monochromatic microwave signal in a

high-Q electromagnetic cavity permeated by a strong static B

field [5,69]. The cavity frequency is tunable, and the signal is

maximized when the frequency is the total axion energy, rest

mass plus kinetic energy, of ν = (mA/2π) [1 + O(10−6)], the

width above the rest mass representing the virial distribution

in the galaxy. The frequency spectrum may also contain finer

structure from axions more recently fallen into the galactic

potential and not yet completely virialized [70].
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Figure 3: Exclusion region reported from the
microwave cavity experiments RBF and UF [71]
and ADMX [72]. A local dark-matter density
of 450 MeV cm−3 is assumed.

The feasibility of this technique was established in early

experiments of relatively small sensitive volume, O(1 liter),

with HFET-based amplifiers, setting limits in the range 4.5 <

mA < 16.3 μeV [71], but lacking by 2–3 orders of magnitude

the sensitivity required to detect realistic axions. Later, ADMX

(B ∼ 8 T, V ∼ 200 liters) has achieved sensitivity to KSVZ

axions, assuming they saturate the local dark matter density

and are well virialized, over the mass range 1.9–3.3 μeV [72].

Should halo axions have a component not yet virialized, ADMX

is sensitive to DFSZ axions [73]. The corresponding 90% CL ex-

clusion regions shown in Figure 3 are normalized to an assumed

local CDM density of 7.5 × 10−25 g cm−3 (450 MeV cm−3).

Very recently the ADMX experiment has commissioned an up-

grade [74] that replaces the microwave HFET amplifiers by near

quantum-limited low-noise dc SQUID microwave amplifiers [75],

allowing for a significantly improved sensitivity. Alternatively, a

Rydberg atom single-photon detector [76] can in principle evade
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the standard quantum limit for coherent photon detection. Ef-

forts are underway to incorporate Rydberg atom systems in RF

cavity axion searches [77].

Conclusions

Experimental, astrophysical, and cosmological limits have

been refined and indicate that axions, if they exist, very likely

have very low mass, mA
<∼ 10 meV, suggesting that axions are

a non-negligible fraction of the cosmic CDM. The upgraded

versions of the ADMX experiment will ultimately cover the

range 1–100 μeV with a sensitivity allowing one to detect such

axions, unless the local DM density is unexpectedly small or the

axion-photon coupling anomalously weak. Other experimental

techniques remain of interest to search for axion-like particles,

although at present no method besides the DM search is known

that could detect realistic axions obeying the astrophysical and

cosmological limits, and fulfilling the QCD-implied relationship

between mass and coupling strength.
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